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Abstract

This study attempted to deterWine what different aspects of the

mentoring process are reflected in the Carter's (1983) Mentor Scale.

Intercorrelations among Mentor Scale items in a sample of 142

psychology graduate studenls were factor analyzed. Four mentoring

_

,roles were revealed. Age x sex ANpVAs on wean factor scores indicated

that differences exist in ,the rates with which students experience role

modeling; professiopal socialization and sponsorship, atrVocacy, and

emotional support and active encouragement; Implications for the

measurement of mentoring; adult development; and educational graduate

_ programs are discussed;
V.
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Mentors i .the Lives of Graduate Students

recent'years there has been an exiiIirsion of interest in the

phenomenon of mentoring. The main reason for this resides in 'the fact

that positive mentoring relationships appear to be consistently related

to the career advancement and jrcCess of: young professionals (Bova &

3

Phillips, 1981; Cook, 1983; Hatmon-Bowman &Elmore; 1982; Missirian-

1980; Rehdr,*1981; Roche, 1979;.Stein; 1981; Queralt, 1982), students

(Carter, 1983 ; Geoige & Kummerov, 1981; McCaffrey & Miller, 1980),

teachers (FaganA Walteri.1982; Klopf & Harrison, 1981), fetiilty

members (Queralt, 1982), managers, administrators or exutivea

(McNeer, 1982,; Mikairian, 1981; Phillips, 1978; Roche; 1979); artists
, .

(Elwood, 1981), and writers (HalcOMV, 1980i AIthoughthe results

the studies are compelling, most ofthem are correlational and only

show that there is an association-between acknowledgment of a

.

mentorprotege relationship and A number of measures of success;
6

Besides the documented relationship with pareerdevelopment and

success, mentoring is also associated with the developmental stages of
. .

0--

adulthood. Since Levinson's work,
st

the mentoring phenomencin has been3

-
.

valued as an important component to proper adult development (Burton,

1977; Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, & McKee, 1976). Levinson's

(1978) contention that the mentoring relationship is deviilopmentally,

SignifiCantin the:.-adult life of both the mentor and protege has been

eubstatitiate&by recent research (SOhmoll, 1 the.needs to have a

mentor in the 20's and 30'S, and later to become a mentor, are

considered-as important componentsof progressive life stages;

Levinacin and his leagues (1976) concluded from their study on male
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adult development that a lack of mentors can be associated with various

devele6pmental handicaps and "problemp of individuation in mid-life" (p.
_ _

23). Positive. mentor-protege relationships have been found.to be

related to-later positive adjustment (Burton, 1977) and to higher

. levels of self-actualilation (Rawles, 1980),

,

Origins -of the'.Term Mentor

The term mentor is not a new one. In Homer's "Odyssey", Mentor

.was the loyal friend of Odysseus who was entrusted to guide the-

education and development of Odysseus' son, Telemachus, while the

father traveled the world in his ten-Year odyssey (Clawson., 19804.

Telemachu'i' education wa's to indlude every developmental facet of his

liAp-l-physical, intellectual, moral, spiritual, social, and

.

administrative. The first mentor thus served. a variety of functions:

teacher, coachi.dask-master, confidant; guide, counselor, and friend

;- -
(Clawson, 1980).

Despite the fact that ehe mentoring_fdea has been around for

centuries, the concept of mentoring and the significance of the

mentoring relationship was not ',rediscovered" and given prominence

until the mid-1970's. Levinson (1978) is credited with having made

salient and popular the concept of mentoring to Professional'audiences.

,Xccording to Levinsom_(.1978), the.mentor_could bea teacher;
t

boss, an editor, o a seasoned:coworker who takes the protege into

confidence, imparts wisdom, sponsors, criticizes, and bestoi4s a

blessing. Levinson' (1978) suggested that the ter& mentor evoked

synonymous terms such as adviser,,sponsQr, and counselor. Actually,

.
.

"it means all these things'and more. Me itoring s defined not Ig-terms
'
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. of _a. formal role but in terms-of the character of the relationship and'

.

.
- thk functfunction it serv es" ( Levinson; 197a ; pp* 97-101,251-256)% Thusi

4.

the mentor can serve various important functions ang piay sever#1 roles
. .

.1

in the,mentoring process. At ftme§i the mentor teaches his or her

protege h6W to perform A needed skillor help lm or
.

°

her learn the ins

and. outs of their institution or. organization. At other. times; the

mentor may be a trouble-makerWla distUrber 6f-intellectual equilibria

who precipitates the protege Into "just manageable iifficultids"

(Hobbs; 1965) to test him or-her in situations Of stress. In yet .other

times, the mentor may simply. listen to the protege's troublesome

. _.
.

feelings and,provide emotional support. The mentor is', therefore; a

person who wears several hats in hisifter.relationships with the
. 7

4.

protege: role. model; em9tionalstipporter and counselor, teacher,
-

sponsor, referral agent, evaluator, advocate, consultant, adyisor,

facilitator, manager, and coordinator'of environmental resources

(Carter, 1983; Harmon-Bowman '& Elmore, 1982; Klopf & Harrison, 1981;

Levinson, 1 -978; McCaffrey &'Miller; 1980; Schmidt &WeIfei 1980).'

While both the Homeric model of a lifd mentor and Levinson's..

modern deStription.of a mentor agree rhat a mentor isid6meone whoAAT

several roles concomitantly, the current usage of the_term frequently

conveys a specific, unitary.meaning (Bunions, 1982). That is* people

call a mentor anyone who plays only one or two roles. For instance,-in

some studies the term mentor is used interchangeably with single-role

.

.1.. tetras such as advisor (Fagan &Walter, 1982):4onsor (Cameron, 1978;
4

Schuler; 1979), or instructor (King .& Bireley, 1982). However,. "part

of the essence of the...bientor-protege relationship [is] its
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comprehensiveness" (Clawson, 1980; p. 147). Whin only some of theDe

roles or functions are present, "the role being enacted is not -'

, mentoring" (Klopf & Harrison, 1981; p. 42). The hahmark of a mentor

is thus thtgdoptibn of a ariety of roles, sometimes several different

1 ones concurrently; Kramer & Gardp.4(1977) have discussed this as part

df the advisor role. In fAt, mentors may adopt differedt roles so
r

-frequently.. that itjs not easy todiscern what rolesthe mentor plays

. _

that the proteges perceive as the most influential in theit lives

(Kramer & GIrdter, 1977);

Although the impbrtance'of for.career success and the-
- .

r,oles: they serve has been extensively documented in the literature,

-there is'no geneal agregment about what behaviors and roles/constitute

an appropiate definition of mentor._ Overall, the generalizations made
4

on the difarent roles the mentor takes pver are;:hot based on specific

researofirkthey.come, rather, primailily from -descriptive studiesV

-dr
novelgt,Qand literary works: Relatively little research has

y'

-done

to ascertain empirically'whether mentor is a unitary or a multifaceted

construct including several roles (Stein,. 1981). A review.of the
.

.literature, revealed no empirical work which define the most,relevant

roles aged by mentors for student prbteges in the academic ,getting of/Pr
graduate school.

-The present. study was undertaken to shed some light on the nature

.and extent of the mentoring relationship and to .clarify,the relevant

,

roles the mentor plays in the lives of student proteges. The data used

in this study are based on psychology graduate students' perceptions of

behaviors which might be performed for them by persons they identified

as their mentors.

ij
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This study sought to identify factors underlying items from the

Carter,Mentor Scale (Carter, 1983). This scale is composed of 16

statements of mentoring behaviors which were extracted from a number of

descriptions of the mentoring process (Burton, 1977; Cameron,: 1978;

Kanter,'1977;Laws, 1975; Levinson, 1978; McNutt, 1979; Moore &

Sangaria, 1979; Phillips, '1974 Phillips, 1979; Shapiro, HaZeliine, &

Rowe;, 197 .8; Schmidt & Wojfe,.1980; Wilson, Gaff, Dienst, Wood, & BayrY
,

1975;). 'Fun fctional roles oi mentors covered in the 'scale include role'

emotional supporter/counselor, sponsor, eValu'ator,

teacher/trainer/coach, transmitter of values, host and guide; advocate,
At

axempIari.consuItant/,adviser,-and intellectual stimulator; In order:,

to reduce the number ofitems included inthe scale and.t6 identify

roles performed by mentors that graduate students perceived as most

relevant; the relationships among responses to the 16 itatements:of

mentoring behaviora were factor analyzed.

More specificaflyi the purpose of the present study was to

.

determine from the empirical/relationships among the 16 scale items

yhetherthe single Mentor Scale score most accurately reflected the

'nature and extent Of mentoring behavior. If it did not and mentoring

`might best be seen as mOltifiheted, haw many and what different roles

do mentors play? If Separate mentor role (factor) acores- were

-

calculated, would their means differ as a function of sex±and age of ,

the graduate .students?

MattorIng and Graduate- Education

The importance and significance of mentoring relationships to both
- .

,

the personal development arkl academic success of students has been

U
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-extensively 'documented (Enders, Winston, & Miller, 1982; Harmon-Bowman .

& ElMore, 1982;-McCaffrey & Miller; 1980; Rehor, 1981).. Carter (1983)

- .

found that scores on her Mentor Scale were the best single predictor of

quality of-life;-of-TS-Sychology graduate students. The recognize

importance of the role of mentors in the lives of students is such that

Phillips (1979) asserted that, the future of graduate studies will be.

contingent on how the mentor-student protege relatiOnship is played out
4

in graduate departments.

Specifically; mentors enhance the total development of students by

creating. relationships that encourage responsibility, self-direction,

ane'effective decision making" (McCaffrey.& Miller, 1980; p. 204).

Ways in which the mentoring relationship can be beneficial to"students

fnclude: increasingstudents' satisfaction with the institution,
o

enhancing students' ability. to make rriculum chOices, and increasing

students' awareness of their strengths and potentials (McCaffrey &

Miller, 1980). A successful mentoripg relationship may help student
_

I

proteges with acquisition of social skills,' introductions to social

networks,.and'acceptance in certain professional settings because f_an

association with a more protinent researcher (Artis -, 1979).

-Hepner and Faaborg (1980) found the typical mentor for most

students is a faculty member (the student's advisor, a teacher, or a

member:;of the student's doctoral committee) with whom the protege

vorked closely in college or graduate school and concluded that "most

graduate students activelyseek mentors through coursework;

assistantship assignments, and dissertation advisors" (p. 22). For

.graduate studentsi.professors are both the role sender and the primary
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source of reward for successful performance and outcome, making the

student-pofessor relationship crucially important (Butler; cited in

Carter, 1983). In this regard, Heiss wrote: "The quality and

character of the relationship between the doctoral student and his

major professor is unequivocally the most sensitive and crucial element

in the doctoral experience for it not only influences thb graduate

.student's scholarly developdentbut-also has far=-reaching aftereffects"

(Heirs; as quot&I in Clark, 980).

Chickering (cited in Enders et al., 1982Y postulated that

meaningful interaction With faculty members increases a student's

progress toward developing a sense of personal and intellectual

competence; The sense of intellectual competence that students gain
JP

through significant interactton-with faculty mentors matches with the

motivations that students state for attending graduate studies;

study about students'.monlvations for attending graduate school;
. .

(1971) reported that 97 % (the highest percentage) of theCreager

hi rt

partiCipantsresponded that they attended graduate school to cdritiitue

intellectual growth. This is consistent with Trow's (cited in Clark,

1980) finding. He reported that one of the motives given by students

.

for attending graduate school was also to continue intellectual growth.

Reiss (cited in Clark, 198b) concurred also with Creager and

his study, 51. % (the highest percentage) of the patIticipants

intellectual interests as one of the factors that tnfluenced

decisions 'to study for a doctorate.

Trow. In

mentioned

people's

Considering that positive mentoring relationships (a) enhance
t;

students' academic careers and lives, (b) Involve faculty as tge most

fe-

10
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possi"e candtiates to become mentors, and (c) include a set of

identifiable behavfors suitable to be promoted, then it becomes

feasible and desirable to make deliberate efforts at developing faculty

members as mentors. The underlying notion is that the more

facuity-student yelationships resemble mentor-protege relationships,

the more likely students will advance. successfully in their careers and

will develop wholly As scholars and, human beings.
4,1

ReMtOritgA114SftliePrOttg 0

. -

It is.generally agreed that the presence or absence of mentors

influences the personal and career developMent of both men and women

(Bolton, cited inilova & Phillips, 1982) and that positive bentorint
-

relationshps are greatly beneficial and are neededtby Moth men and

.

women if
0
they are to gucceed in their careers (Flach et al, 1981;

Halcomb, 1980; MarsJcano, 1981). However, nrentoring r6lationships "are
e

mot democratic" and the way in which mentors and proteges engaged ill'

the relationship. is to be related to gender, social class, and.
race (Shapiro, Rowe, & HaseItine, 1978). Mentors tend to choose

proteges who are similar to themselves or.with whom they can identify

-(Holahan, cited in Carter, 1983; Kanter, 1977).. -Similarly, proceges'

theMselves prefer mentors Of the_same sex (Flach et al., 1982).

Although women appear to have a special need for mentors more than

men (Marsicano, 1981), women are less likely. than men to have mentors

(Shapiro et,E,a1.., 1978). Women are less likely to have mentors simply

because there is a scarcity of females in the professions in:position§
'

to assume the rOle,of mentors. This phenomenon appears to be

particularly true for the academic worlds where men in top. positions
r"" . .

, have greatly Outnumbered women (Flach et al., 1982).

11
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,
Female faculty-are underrepresented'in institutions of higher

education (Association of American Colleges; .clted_in Marsicanoi 1982).
o

The under..representation of women faculty in positions to be.mentora
4

posits a problem in-hat women graduate students maybe deprived of

Valuable female role models (SoImon; 1976). The result ia'that few

female students have examples of how to be a:female professfbnal to

identiLywith (Freeman; cited in Solmon; 1976). Yet, the fact of

having female role models to identify with seems to be an important

'6=1

factor in the professional development of successful women;

Given that most mentors are males (HalComb; 1981) and,that

simi arity_plays an important role.in the identification process

(Festinger; Mertoni-. & Newcomb; cited in Queralt; 1982), it seems.

.reasonable to expect that male mentors would tend to choose more often

male 'rather tha4 female proteges. This expectation has been

substantiated by a recent survey conducted with in and women in

professional associations and graduate programs_by-Soveand

(1982). However; little is known aboutsex differences in the

proteges" perceptions abou ale mentoring perceptions. Dowdall and

Boneparth's study --kited in Marsicano, 1981) is one of the few that

repor on sex differences in perceptions of mentors by proteges who

were professors changing to academic administration. Males were more

likely than females to eXpect.letiers of recommendations and

appointments to new positions. Women were more likely to choose a

mentor on the basis -of personal knowledge while men more often based

their choice on reputation.

12
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No study was found which investigates sex dffferences in specific

perceptions of mentors among graduate Atudent proteges.

\

Mentaring_pnd_ _Age of the Protege

The rAtenomenon of mentoring has been seen as age related. Several
. _

1

studies agree on the 'beginnings of the mentoring relationships (Bova &
t

Phillips, ).981; Brown, 19824 .Hennig & JardiM, 19777; levinson, 978;

Roche, 197%). The. Majority of the mentoring relationships seem to

begin when the protege is approximately 20 to 30 years of age. This

period corresponds to Levinson's (1978) "Entering.int6 the Adult World"

stage add coincides with the fiist 5 to 10 years of the protege's

career development and growth .(Barnier, 1981). Developmental, tasks

that correspond to this period are: -(a) to explore the possibilities.

of the adult world; (b) to arrive at an initial_ selfdefinition as an
-

adult; and (c) to establish -aiife_structure that links this

self-definition to the roles and behaviors31--a r ult (Levinson; 1978).

According to Levinson et al (1976), the durati

relationship fluctuates between ,3 and 12 years. Termination of the-
.

the mentoring .

f .;mentoring:reiatiOnship occurs when the protege is his middle or late

'30's. Persons 'over 35 to 40 years-of age rarely have mentors. In

fact; Levinson et al (1976) flatly stated that after the age of 4b3men

no longer had mentors: Instead* they.-assume the role of mentors

`themselves. Herinig and Jardim (1977),- in their study of managerial

women, 6166 found that women lost their.mentors at about 35 to 40 years

of age.

Even though different developmental stages of ehe mentoring

.
relationship have been roughly associated with age, there has been

13
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little systematic study that specifically relates mentoring

relationships to Age of the protege. One of the questions addressed in

the presenstud s whether the perceptions of mentoring behaviors

change with-the Protege's age;

Research Questions

The present study'was designed to answer two general questions

concerning-the complexity oLthe mentor - protege relationship and

demographic variables associated with it.

I. Are the sixteen mentoring behaviors included in the Carter Mentor

Scale reflections of a single; relationship? Or; do the

sixteen mentoring behaviors contain subsets of related behaviors

which reflect the complexity of the mentor-protege relationship?

2. Is the incidence with which graduate students report,different

mentoring behaviors independent of their sex and age?

Method

Selecting the Data

Data used in the present study were taken from.Carter's research

on Quality of Life, Adjustment, and Stress'Among Graduate Students

(Carter; 1983). A 'secondary. analysis of these data was performed.
_ .

i -

Participants

r

.Carter's sample consisted of 142 participants who were all

enrol d in graduate programs at Peabody College of Vanderbilt

UniVersity.,-There,were57 gen and 85 woken who ranged in Age from 22

to 58 (M =.31.85;

14
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Measures.

Carter found the Mentor Scale to be .a reliable. and valid

She reported a reliability (internal consistency) of .90
/

instrument.

`(N = 142), assessed with Cronbac s alpha. She provided aka measure

of concurrent validity the point-bis 1 correlation (r = .65, p<

/

.005) between the the Mentor Scale score and student response to the

queStion"Have you had one or 'more mentors since being in graduate.

14

school ?" Carter also found the.total Mentor Scale score to be the best

single predictor of overall quality of life for her graduate student

sample.

Analysis of Data

Statistical analyses were performed by using the folldWing

--computer programs contained in threesources: (a)

SPSS:_StattsticalTackages for the Social Sciences; Second Edition;

edited by Nie; Hull; Jenkins; Steinbrenner; and Brent (1975); (b)

SPSS Update 7-9: New Procedures and Facilities for Release 7r9i edited

by Huil and Nie (1981)';,and.( ) BMDP Statistical SoftWare 1983, Revised-

Printing, edited by Dixon (1983); according to problem requirements.:

All tests-of significance for' statistical comparisons were. performed at

the .05 level.

Age was grouped in four categories. Levinson (Levinson et al;,

1976) developmental stages were used as referents, for in some periods

Of adult development the mentor and thentoring relationships are

believed to playcrucial roles. The stages. used were: (a) "entering

adult world" (ages 22-27); (b) "transition" (28 -32); (c)'tsettling

down" 440); and 0) "middle-adulthood" (41 or older) .phis made it

110

.11
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possible to draw comparisons between Levinson'swork-and the present

study.

Results

Factor Analysis -of the Molitor Scale

A principal- components analysis with iterations was performed on

the matrix of ihtercorrelations among the 16 items of the Mentor Scale.
-9 -

Varimax (orthogonal) rotations were performed'to obtaip a more
_ !J

interpretable final solution of the factors (NUnhall; 1967).

Table 1:summarizes the factorial structure of the Mentor Scale.

Insert Table 1 about, here

Items with factor loadings of at least .35, were used to define the

factors. The Kaiser - Guttman limit; which_edvocates that one drop all

factors below an eigenvalue of 1.0; Was the criterion adopted to

determine which were the substantive factors to be extracted (Guertin &

Bailey; 1970). Using etas criterion;:three factors qualified as

-

a6batantive factors. Howeveri. a fourth factor with an eigenvalue of

.99 WAS included in the final factor solUtJon list because it was

considered to be.a "borderline" factor haVing'a potentially important

different grouping of variables. This dediaion is consistent with

Cattell''s (1978). observation that the Kaiser-GUttMen kule 1.6 not always

_a reliable basis for decision and sometimes a detiaion tide to be Made

on the basis of theory; especially. if the study is an exploratory

research.

4

16
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The four factors identified were subsequently named "Role Model"

(Factor 1); ;'Advocate" (Factor 2)", "Professional Socialization and

Sponsorship" (Factor 3), and "Emotional Support and Active

EncourageMent" (Factor The mentoring behaviOrs Included in the

Role Model factor were: enhanced skills and intellectual development;

served as intellectual stimulator; served as a role model of

career-related.behavior; transmitted the_values of the profession;

served as an exemplar to admire and emulate; and shaped the

-
professional identity of the student protege. ...The Advocate factor

included: counseled in timesikof stress and defended against others'

criticism. The Professional Socialization 'and Sponsorship behaviors

included: 'introduce to other professionals; assisted in the career

.

.(obtaining ajob; resolving financial problems; doingresearch or
Qa - 1

.publishing);. served-as a guide or:host by familiarizing with resources;

customs, and cast of characters within the:professiOn; taught the

\"ropes" or translated the political arena; and provided important

infOrmation. Ehotional Support and.Active Encouragement items relating^

to the emotional side of the mentor- student protege relationship

included: encouraged. success; provided emotional support; and

.

encouraged. high quality work and offered constructive Criticism.

Table 2 indicates the eigenvalues and.the percentage of variance

accounted for by the four factor in the principal. component solution.

0

Insert Table about here
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The correlations among thefour sets of factor

relatively substantial as shoWn.in Table 3.

scores were

Insert Table 3 about here

Since the factors are correlated among thiAelves; meaning that

, the many items that comprised a factor are not conceptually

e. budependent, an oblique rotated solution was computed using.SPSS

Subprogram "Factor" (Kim, 1975; pp. 468 -514). The oblique approach

.

. led .to essentially the same conclusions about the number. and kinds of

factors inherent in a particular matrix of correlations. Theilifferent

items loaded on the same factors, but two factors appeared in different

order (i.e., factor 1 and 2 were the same in both orthogonal and.

oblique approaches; and factor 3 of the orthogonal was 4 in the oblique

and vice versa).

Sex x Age__Co7parisonof Overall Mentor Scale Scores

Mean total Mentor:Scale scores used by Carter (1983) were compared

for sex and age subgroUps in a 2 x 4 (Sex x Age) factorial analysis of

'variance design; Using BMDp'Subprogram Fixed Effects Factorial Design;

2V.1 (Jennrich et. al; 1983i.pp. 360-363). The analysis of variance

revealed, that neither main effects of sex;or age nor.the interaction

were significant.

These findings suggest that the levels of mentorf,ng experienced by

the studentS.are.Independenta these personal characteristics.

-
Crosatabulations-of !!Yes" and "No" responses to individual scale items

by Sex'and by age suggested, however, that some 'differences' may be

.18
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matilted by the use of the total score as the index of level of

mentoring.

.

.

Incidence of'Mentoring Behaviors for Age and Sex Groups

-- --
Tables 4 and 5 indicate the relative incidence with which students.

. reported the mentoring behaviors covered in the Mentor Scale. Sex and

Age difference6 in these percentages were:eXamined by dhi-square
A '.,

analyses through SPS et al., 1975; pp.

218-248);

Insert Table 4 about here.

Insert Table.5 about here

As shown in Table ,'percentages of students reporting the

mentoring behaviors for the two sexes combined ranged from 85 % for

"enhapced your skills and intellectual development" to 34 % fore
o

"defended you against criticism from others". The majority, of students.

(more than-50 %) reported:having experienced 11 out pf-the 16 mentoring

behav . Male and female students did not differ in the incidence of

the 150 ors, except .that fethales reported thatmentors'taught4them
.4 ,

the-"ropes" or translated the political arena' for them more frequently

2
(53 %) than did male students (33 Z), X(1) k.<.025. 'The

absence of consistent sex differences was unexpected on the basis'of

the literaturebut was generally donsisient with theresults.of_the

ANOVA.performed on total mentor scores.
. e .)
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Age differences were found, howeve relationships with the

specific mentoring behaviors. M shown inTable5 the'incidence of

mentoring behaviors varied significantly on five items: (a)

"entiouraged.high quality- in your work and offered constructive"..

.crititist" A(3) =1.88,-25.051 (b) "provided important information"p
X(3) = 8a1,.1<;05; (c) "transmitted theM the valuesth-&-Profession

2 --

to you" _(3) = 8.63, 2.05; (d) "shaped.:tr reinforced your
.

professional identity" = 9.42,AX.02); and= (e) "introduced you Ito.

other professionals" -X-(3) = 10.55, k.025. On these'items, as well as

.
.

on the other 11 where: - the -chi- square values did not reach the -OS

.-
significance level; men and:wmen over 41.years of age "reported the

behavior less frequently than the other three age grodps. Thus) as it

might be anticipated, for the oldest group of students there was a

eneral decline in thezcfreqUency with which they reported having

mentoring relationships.

'Sex x Age Comparison of Mean Factor Score

Mean factor scores were compared for sex and age Subgroups in a 2

x;4 x 4 (Sex x Age x.Factor) repeated measures analysis of Virlante

using 8MDP Subprogram Repeated-Measures Design; 2V.7 (iennrich,

Sampson, & Frame, 1983; pp. 3687369). The analysis revealed a

sjgnificant three factor interaction F(9,396) = 2.10, 2:<..029 with means.

-"
balancing out so that age, sex, and factor main effects were

nonsignificant (see Table 6 and Table 7).

Insert Table 6 about here
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Insert Table 7 about here

To ascertain the nature of the sexx age x factors interaction;

post hoc analyses were conducted. Mean factor scores of the separate

fadtdrs were compared for students' sex. and age subgroups in four 2 x 4

20

(Sex x Age) factorial deSigns, using BMDP Subprogram Factorial :Design;

2V.1 (Jenntich etal, 1983). The analysis in4cated that when the

interaction was broken down by factors so that the comparisons were all

based on between subjects error terMs, the ANOVA main effects and

interactions were nonsignificant: With respect to.tvd-of the mentor

factor Trofiles across ages, however, there were large differences

.b etween the means for men and women. These'were compared using' Student

t tests at less stringent levels of significance (alphaX.40)to See if

O

these differences were-theorettcally-meaningful-and-worthy-of_pursuing____-

'In future studies-4.- The results of two of the factorS indicated
.

graphically were.as follOws:

Role'Model. Figure 1 shows the mean factor scores for the Role

.

Mddel factor for male and female students at,differentage

subgroups. After the 28 to 32 age petiod; women dramatically

increased in the reported incidence of role modellng. The oldest

women (40 or more) reported the highest Incidence.. With men the

pattern. was reversed. Men at the 28 -32 period reported the

.

highest incidence of role modeling, with a sus ained decline after

this age. The oldest men (40 or more) reported very little role

modeling;
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Insert Figure 1, about here

Emotional Support and Active Encouragement. As shown in Figure 2

21

male graduate students have a.contrasting pattern on the Emotional

Support and Endeuragement factor to that of females across the

different age periods._ Men in.the middle years (33 -40) reported
/

this behavior most ftectudfitly.While comparable aged women reported

it least. An interesting observation hereJs that if the 22 to 27

year women's age periods.are shifted so that their period

coincides- with the 28-32 year period for men, the patternr, for men

and women become remarkably similar.

Insirt Figure 2 about here
L:.;

((
Discussion

Results of Carter's (1983) original study and the one reported
. -4

here suggest that the Carter Mentor Scale maybe viewed profitably

either asa global measure Of the extent to Which,students experience

mentoring behaviors or as a more analytical measure of the types of

mentoring behaviors they. experience. The fact-that the total score
.

derived from the scale was the best single predictor .of student quality

of life in Carter's stUdY.and'was very consistent internally for the

total sample of men and women students of different ages argues.

strongly for the unitary charadteristic of a mentoring experience. The

evidence presented here for factorial'omplexity and the hint that sex
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and age differences may exist for some, bat not all, mentoring

behavi rs argues for the multidimensional perspective on mentoring.

The two views of the mentoring process; and the CattL- Stale Are

not incompatible. The intercorrelations among the mentor facterS

suggest that there maybe two second order factors among the feu!:

primary factors identifidd. Role modeling; advocating;. and sponsoring

seem to be-aspects of professional preparation. Encouraging behavior;

AS represented in the Carter scale; appears; on the other hand; to be

more affective in nature. The megative correlation between the

intelleCtualiprofessional mentoring behaviors and the more nurturant

ones suggests a,slight tendency for some students to find suocorance

while others find stimulation.from their mentors.

Thit'result can be seen aka° by looking at both Figuresl. and 2

and comparing the women's pattern on the Roladel factor with the

menage--2-8 32

report littlerole modeling, the same women teport relatiVeiy high

emotional support. The same co5ftasting pattern is' found in Women; of

ages 33 to 40 and'men of ages 22 to 40:- The contrast between those two

_

factor scores is even more-remarkable in the case of the Men studettn:

Kahnweilbr and Johnson (1980) reported a siiilar,finding in their

study. According to their women participants (average age was-39)';

"the mentor offered them more often- emotional support than functional

support (i.e.; knowledge and skills)" (P. 416).

The ladk of significance in; both main and interaction effects in

fhe sex by age ANOVA using the total Mentor Scale score as dependent

Variable and the significant threefaCtor interaction-(6ex,oc age x
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factors) when the total score was broken down by factors suggest. that`

studies that treat mentoring as a single, Unitary concept may fail to

these- mentor roles and in the treatment of men
o

.

and women ca--,.t.
. different ages; Thus; this study adopted the point of.

I

view that Mentoring is a MuItidimensionay construct rather

urPitary one;

The tdentification of the roles that the mentor plays as role

model, advocate, faciiitator'of professional socialization and sponsor,

and provider of emotional support and active encouragement agrees with

Iiteraturethat touches on the several, roles that the mentor enacts

in the tentoring relationship (Flach et a1.,,1982; Klopf &Harrison;

1981; Levinson, 1978; Shapiro et al., 1978; Schmidt & Wolfe, 1980).

These'roIes generally coincide with Levinson's (1978) description of

than a

functions the mentor serves: role model, ponsori'and host and guide

in pioviding his or her prOtege with professional, socialization, In

addition, the4mentor acted here as a provider of emotional support.

it*
. r

Schmidt and Wolfe (1980) and-Flach et al (1982) mentioned both role

model and sponsor as one of the primary functions of thd mentor. Klopf

and Harrison (1981) also are in substantial agreement with:present .

findings.'in their listing of role todel,isponsor, and counselor as-the

major roles of mentors.

The concordance between the findings of this study with,,thoSe of

the literature regarding the number and type of the roles the mentor

plays is not surprising; the specific Mentoring:behaviors represented

in the Mentor Scale were drawn directly from that - literature. However,

the contribution of the present study was to-identify, with'an.
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empirical basis, the number and type of primary rolesi-the menthr plays

in the lives'of psythelogy gladuate students as perceived by the

students themselves= This goes beyond what Carter (1983) did, for she

only used the'total scores of the Mentor Scale to relate to the

students' quality of life.

With respect to the incidence of occurrence of the individual

mentoring behaVier§, 89% of the students (the highest pertentage)

stated that their tent-Ors anhanced tHeir skills and intellectual

developmetTi'. Likewise; 84% responded that their mentor provided them

with. intellectual stimulation. These perceived mentoring behaviors

match the motives stated by students for attending: graduate scho l

11

._

(Craeger, 1971; Reiss, 1964; Trow, cited in Clark, 1980). If it is,

assumed that these motives apply to the present study-s sample, it cane

be saiO that the mentors are fulfilling the students' desires for

attending graduate school.

Contrary to what was expected on the basis of the literature

before Carter (1983), there were nd_aex differences in the Student -§

percept;tons of individual mentoring behaViors. The only significant

sex difference appeared on one of the items that had the lowest

incidence of occurrence (i.e.,; "taught politics"). Females reported

that mentors taught ehem the'"ropes or translate& the' political arena
_

lor theth more frequently (53 %) than did male students (33 Z)'. There

are no related findings in the'literatdre that might explain this

,unexpected result. Sex differences were not found; - however; in such

mentoring behaviors as role modeling; introductions; host and guide,
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Thus; at least st Peabody College, 'female student pioteges

generally experieiieed 'as frequently as males the different mentoring
A

behaviors represented-in the'Mentor Scale. This conclusion is

consistent with KellY's (1982) finding concerning sex differences among

student affairs professionals. Kelly (1982) reported that there was no

difffrence between men and women students in this area with regard to

likelihood of experiencing a relationship with a mentor.
N

The incidence of occurrence to the individual items at different

ages suggests that there is a decline of perceived mentoring

telationshipslafter age 40. The oldest group of students consistently

reported 1 ss frequently than the other three age groups each of the 16

behaviors of the .Mentor Scale; This may be due to the fact that the

4
definition of mentor presented in the stem question depicted as mentors

only those persons older than'the students. Since faculty members are,

the most likely candidates-for being nominated-as mentors .by the

students,_and at the time this study was conducted 70 (21 out of 30)

of Peabody's faculty members were below age 40; one could think that

the result mentioned may be due to an artifact. 'If thig explanation

were true, one would expect no significant differences among the age
. .

groupings'on the frequency of occurrences of, all the individual

behaviors in-the Mentor Scale; llowever, significant'differentes were

found in five out of the 16 behaviors; This suggestathat at least

some mentoring'relationships are related to the student proteges' ages.

Thd present study thus supports the no. tto that mentoring relationships

are more likely to occur at some.agea"than at others;

.4t

26
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These findings coincide with Levinson's (1978) contention that

after about age 40 men rarely have mentors. A Possible explanation for

this finding may be that male and female students who are 40 or older

no longer require expression and satisfaction of needs through

significant others, or at least they *rceived fewer such needs. It

coult also be that the older persons have had more professional

experience and thus have less need for; or tolera ; a relationship

to a mentor (Carter; 1983).:.

The results depicted in Figure 1 representing the perceptions o f

student proteges about the role of mentor as a model suggest that males

ages 28 to 32 have the highest level of role modeling;. while men over

40 do very li .of it. These results support', at least in part;

Levinson's (1978) contentions that men aged 28-32 are in transition and

in need of mentors and that men after age 4Cronly rarely have mentors:

Female students at ages 28 to 32, in sharp contrast to males of

the same age period, reported the lowest level of role modeling. After

this period (28=32),female reported a notable; sustained Increase of

role modeling. It is interesting to note that while for men; the role

modeling dimension of mentoring reached a peak in the late twenties and'

early thirties, for women the role modeling experience just began in

their late twenties, and showed a. sustained increase after 32 years of

age. Kahnweiler and JOhnson (1980) reported a study that gives support

_ _ . ,

to this observation: These authors found that almost 75 % of a-sample

of 40 women returning to school "had experienced a ielitioriship with a

mentor after reaching 30 -years of age" (p. 416). The differeribe,:,1__
e

hAtween the findings of the present study and Rahnweilerand Johnson's,
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findings is that the former concerns specifically one dimension of the

'mentoring relationship (t.ie.; role model); while the latter concerns

mentoring relationships. in general. These authors also speculated that

ti

"it may be that women are not involved with mentors until the midlife.

stage of development; while men experience this relationship duritik
0-,

their early adulthood period" (p. 416). Other studies provide

evidence that while men experience mentoring during the "Entering the

Adult World" period (ages 22-27)i women experience mentoring for the

first time during their thirties.. This situation might suggest that in

their Careers women may be one developmental stagbehind men. This

"developmental lag" seems to be related to the adult life structure of.

contemporary American women. While career and work (occupation- is the

primary base for men's life in American society (BrOWn, 1982), "the

major defining factor of the adult life structure for women" is

combination of familial and occupational roles (Brown; 1982; p; 30).

Stewart (1977) found that women who followed a traditional pattern of
.

marriage and motherhood during their twenties; addressed seeking a

relationship with a mentor for the first time during their thirties.

This finding is substantiated by a more recent study by Baker (1981)

when she claims that "...women who have followed traditionaI.Iife paths

will be developmentally at least 10 years behind a man of the same

-

chronological age" (p. 22). 'Brown (1982) also found that for' her

.participants who interrupted their careers for childrearingthe

mentoring relationship was not significant until these subjects had

career development"' (p. 86). Th ; it may be that

women who begin to experience mentoring relationships after age 30

28
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choose to do so, not because they are behind (as compared to in

ecComplishing.theit developmental tasks, but- because they made

commitments to marriage and family' in their twenties and after this

time they decided to pursue a different "career"' Interestingly

enough, the sample of women over 28 years of age (of.the present study)

was composed of 29°% (13 out of 49) single women and 71 % married,

separated, or divorced women. Thus, this study provides additional

support to the notion that, in contrast to men who begin to experience

mentoring relationships in their early adulthood '(22 gears of age);

women who had followed a pattern of marriage and motherhood early in

their careers begin to.experience mentoring relationships after their

thirties;

4wntor

Carter (1983) points out that most of the significant-

relationships included in her scale are heavily concerned with atadetid

issues. By using these academic-related content items; responses

elicited Aid not touch on other kinds of mentoring relationships

student proteges had experienced; Theinfluence of mentors. is not

restricted solely, however, to the inteflectual'or academic

,

development, but rather ihvolves.all-;aspects of the lives of the

proteges (Bernier, 1980.. In fact, .the mentoring relationship has

implipations fbr enhancing optimum student development in intellectual;

--
emotional, and social_areas (McCaffrey & Miller, 1980); The mentor is

.

involved with the total development of the individual protege (Bernier;

1981); In this respect, the Mentor Scale thus fails to address

relationships beyond the acadeMic area--relationships built around

vw
values and personal philosophy and personal problems. or concerns.
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_

In addition; the Mentor Scale addresses only benefits Proteges

. receive from the mentors. Perceived negative behaviors in the

mentoring relationships were not addressed at all by the Mentor Scale

(Carter, 1983). Carter recognized this IimiTion; however, and
.

suggested that negative mentoring relationships should be investigated

as well. "It is important to understand the full impact of mentoring;

both positive and negative" (Carteri'1983; pi 101).
.

In her dissertation, Carter (1983) advanced some suggestions for

the improvement of her Mentor Scale.;' Among the Suggestions; she

included "social supporti.tems" such as "provided resources in times of

need", "nourished your self-esteem"; "provided comfort"; and usnppOrted

your discharge of negative feel rigs". She also recognized that the

instructions provided in the sUem question limited the quality of the

answer in two ways: (a) the answer was limited to only one

professional; and (b) was limited to 'only the students'. graduate school

experience. She:acknolledged that .mentoring relationships could-have

happened with more than one mento and-guggest.ed thata fespondene might
. _

need "...to complete a separate Mentor Scale for each individual who

had performed any of the [mentor] roles..." (p. 97). She also

proposed to omit the referent older from the stem question' and to

simply ask the respondents the person to whom they refer was older

than they. In addition; she suggested that one iubstituie the referent

"graduate school" for "adult life" or even a less inclusive Possibility

such as "during your career preparation and experience thus far".

iparteri 198i 97)i Another potential weakness aknowIedged by

Carter Was the dichotomous response format of the scale. She suggested.

a
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to use instead a Likert type scale format With 3 to 5 categories per

item to imprbve the quality of responses elicited by the scale.

Although the MentorScaie has its own merits in terms1 iof,

psychometric and statistical properties internally consistent

and valid), it was assumed, since this research started, that the

instrument is not an isomorphic representation of;thecomplexity

inherent in the phenomenon-of mentoring. That is it was notassumed

that the Mentor 'Scale 1-s- the Construct of.mentnring. To further study

thi phenomenon of mentoring it may be wise thus to take O'Neal and

Wrightsman's (in press)-recommendation of using multiple converging

empirical operations. They noted thati;"the phenomenon is tod.richi.

complex, and multifaceted for adequate description through-the use of
. .;/

a single procedure" (O'Neal & Wrightsman, 'press; p. '35).

Implications

Besides the frequently mentioned relationship betw een positive

_mentoring and students personal and career development, it has been

found that constrUctiveMentoring relatidnships may be 'helpful in

enhanCing the students' quality of life (Carter, 1983). Carter (1983)

noted that graduate students are a .group wort hy of intervention because

the.graddate vhool experience engenders relatively high levels of

stress in the students'. She suggested that .positive mentoring may;. help

increasing the students' positive aspects of their life.

..

Since mentoring "offers potential fOr Institutions of higher

edLcation seeking ways. to maximize student development" (Tholas;

6,,

Murrell; & Cjiickering, 1982; p.. 49) and if we assume that those

persons concerned with the improvement of graduate education have a-

31
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to use instead a Likert -type scale format with 3 to'5 categories per

item to improve the quality of responses elicited by thescale.

Although the Mentor Scale has its own merits in terms of

psychometric and statistical-propertiei(i.e.; internally consistent

and valid), it was assumed, sincethis-research started; that the

instrument IS pot an isomorphic representation of the complexity

inherent in the phenomenS, of mentoring. Thetis, it was not-assumed

that the' Mentor Scale is the construct,of.mentoring. To further study

the phenomenon of mentoring. it may le. wise thus to take O'Neal and

Wrightsman's (in press) recommendation of using multiple converging

empirical operations. They noted that "the phenomenon is too rich,

complex, and multi-faceted for adequate description through the use of

a single procedure" (O'Neal & WrightSmfin,
CI

press; p.

Besides the frequently mentioned relatiOnship between positiVe

mentoring and students personal and career development, it has been

-
found that constructive tentoring relationships may be helpful in

enhancing the students' quality of life (Carter,' 1983);'. Carter (1983)

noted that, graduate 'Students are a group worthy of intervention because

the graduate school experience engenders relatively high levels of

stress in the students. She suggested that positive mentoring may help

in 'increasing the students' positive aspects of their life.

Since mentoring "offers potential for institutions of higher
. .

education seekips, ways to maximize student development" (Thomas,

Murrell, & Chickering, 1982;. p. 49) and we assume that those persons.

concerned with the iMproveMent of graduate education have a

32
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professional snd moral responsibility to provide the best possible

conditions for students (TOpp-, 1977)i_then an important responsibility

-oUthe university may be to develop faculty members as mentors and to

-provide- students with opportunities to find mentors; Substantial

improvement in education might be achieved thus.by Greeting conditions

that maximize the likelihood of significant encounters occurring

between greater numbers of mentors and StudentS (Wilson -et 1975).

However;_ effective mentoring relationships depend not only on the

personal qualities of mentors and students'tpt also'on the setting in

,Which these relationships happen. Since interpersonal relationships

are heavily influenced by institutional arrangementsiconditions that

maximize the likelihood of significant encounters occurring between.

greater' numbers of mentors and students may be created and promoted

(Wilson et al., 1975).. A synthesis of the literature and research on

mentoring in graduate schodls points to the importance of develOping

mentoring programs-which can be incorporated into graduate programs.

Carter .(1983). delineated several Strategies-;through which universities

can promote mentoring relationships. She.included:.

1. Using demostrgted mentoring abilities as a criterion in recruitment

efforts.

2. Serving as a mentor may pe included as a criterion in faculty

reward decisions such as promotion and tenure.

3. Sponsoring workshops whiCh. explain the nature of the mentoring_

relationships and its inherent rewards.

4. Sponsoring research and workshops regarding the need to foster
.

"love skills" as' well as "work skills" in proteges..

33
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Another strategy, in addition of those of Carter, may be to

provide time and incentives to potential mentors to allow them to

nurture the relationship.

Currently,. there are several universities. and colleges that %eve

implemented mentoring programs, and evidence is accumulating that

participants benefit from'them (see prown.& DeCtiSter, 1982 for a

.comprehensive review of how mentoring programs-can be Created,

implemented, and.evaluated; see also Knott & Daher, 1981; Lester &

ohnson,19.81),i For instance, Lester and Johnson (1981) report that

Iliiinority students who participated in a mentoring program implemented

at the University of California, Irvine,' have "achieved higher grades,

became more actively-involved in student life; served on more student

committesi. and expressed feelings of greater comfort in the

institution":(p. 54)..

Despite the fact that mentoring programs exist in various forms On
.

different campuses,` it.may be necessary to know more about the nature,

extent, and scope of 'the mentor-ptotege relationship, the processes of

development and transition of-the'mentoring relationship, and the
y.

developmental nature:of mentoring in the life,cycle of both mentors and

proteges. Fuure studies should examine the'processes that lead to

successful as well as. unsuccessful mentoring relationships. Such an

emphasis could answer questions such as what characteristics potential

proteges have that attract mentors: Another area yet to:be

investigated concerns the process whereby the right protege findS the

right mentor (and: vice versa), i.e.,

1974).

.

harmonious match" (Hodgkioaotv,
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The area of mentoring is in the initial stages of theory building

(O'Neal & Mrightsman, in press):' The present study which sheds some

.

light on roles mentors play as perceived by students proteges in

graduate-programs in psychology should stimulate inquiry.infher

areas. A word of caution is in order, however) since this study's

sample was= limited to oniy.psylology.doctoral students. It would, be

interesting to; see whether the factors identified in this study as the

main roles the mentor plays-can be generalized to other_academic

disciplines as well as to other samples more representative of the

overall population.

The great majority (if not all) of the Studies availablein the

literature_are retrospective.in nature and focused on'relating-present

career success With past mentoring experiences (Carter) 1983). These
,

are correlational studies and do not demonstrate conclusively a value

in mentoring. All they show is that'an association exists between a.

perceived mentor-protege rel.itionship-and some measure ofsuccess; It

may well be that successful persons are more sensitive,to the help

received froM mentors and more secure in acknowledging it. Or) it may -

be that "rising stars" attract mentors; older colleagues who enjoy

success vicariously. -Mentoring_and career as well as personal

development should be, monitored prospectively through the .use

Iongitbdinai desigfia. The prospective and lodgitudinal collection of

data relevant to the mentoring process from 'both perspectives--mentor's

and protege s--is a prerequisite to progress in this area. Only then

,,

we will know whether having mentors. bears a direct temporal '1

relationship.with prrotege's eareer'success and.proper adult

developffient:
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Table 1

Loadings'of Mentor Scale of Principal Components Factors.

Factcit Names and Related Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

.

Factor 4

Factor 1: Role Model .

. .
. . .

V6 Enhanced Skills - 0.80 0.01 0 17 0.20
V8' Intellect Stimulator oAo 0.02- 0.25 ' 0.28
V5 Role Model : 0.55 0.41 0;17 002
Vi Transmitted Professional Values 0.54 0.38

.
0.35 0.02

V4 Exemplar 0.50 : 0;38 0.11 0.28
V3 Shaped Identity 0;48 0.34 0.36 :0.11

.

Factor 2: Advocate

V16 Counselor 0.15. 0.69 0.06 0.20
v15 Defense 0.04 0.46 0.18 0.15

Factor 3: Professional:Social zation
and Sponsorship.

V11 Introductions 0.13 0.23 0.68 0.07
V10 Career Assistance 0.17 -0.03 0.54 0.23
V2 Guide or Host 0.38 . 0.38 0.51 0.03
V7_ Teught:PolitAcs 0.20 0.36 0.39 0.12
V12 Provided Information .0.32 0.18 0.38 0.26

Factor 4: Emotional Support and Active
Encouragement

. .

V14-:Encouraged Success 0.23 0.36- 0.24 0.85
V13 Provided-Emotional Support 0;39 . 0.40 0.15
V9 encouraged Work Quality .0;46 0.27 0;23
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Table 2

Eitenvalues and_Perzentages_ofLExplained Variance of Principal

Components -

Factor Number and Name

Percent of

/
EigenValde Common'Tariance

Factor 1: Role model

Factor 2: Advocate N
Factor 3: Professional Socialization and

0

',Sponsorship

..Factor 4: EMOtional Support and Active

EnCouragement

6.53

1.27

1.18

'0.99

40.8

7.9

7.4

Fa
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Table .3

II II V

Factor Number and Name Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factoi 4

(1) Role Model

(2) Advocate

(3) Professional Socialization.,
if

and 'Sponsorship

(4) Emotional Sup Port and

Active Encouragement.

0.38

0J52 0;36

-0.38 -0.3J
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Table4

Percentage of Male and Female Graduate Students Who Experienced'

Specific Mentorii)t Relationships

Both

. .

Specific Mentoring Relationships

Males

= 57)

-Females

= 85)

Sexes

(N =

Enhanced SkillS : J 86 84 85

Intellect Stimulator 84 84 84

Encouraged Work Quality . 81 80

Encouraged Success 74 84* 80
.

Exemplar . 79 80 80

Provided; Emotional Support 81 77 78'

Provided Information 81 '74

Transmitted Professional Values 70 74

ROle Model 68 68 68

Shaped Identity 61 .62 62

Guide or Host 58 55 56

Counselor 46 60 54

Career Assistance 53 54. 54

Taught Politics * 33 53' 45

Introductions 40 39. '39'

befense 33 . 34 34.

* Males and females differed, (1) 5;,
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Table 5

LI

tudents__of _D-ifferent_Ages_Who__Experienced

V.

Specific Mentoring Relationshi:Ps

Age

22-27

(n 44) (n=43).

33 -40

(n=40)

41-58

(n=135

Enhanced Skills .82 91 85 77

Intellect Stimulator 86 . 86 83 77

Encouraged Work Quality * 84 91 73 62

..Zncouraged Success 86 84 75 62

Exemplar . 82, 81 . 80 .69'

Provided Emotional Support -77 86 78 62

Provided InforMation * S4- 80 46

Transtitted,ProfessionalNalues * 77 77 39
..

Role. Model .: 66 67 80 . - 46

Shaped Identity ** 68 65 65 23

Guide or H6st 61. :58 60

-55

23

Counselor 5. 5$ -7-39

Career Assistance 71. 47 48 46

aught Politics 48 51 40'. 39

...
Introductiong ** .50 49 30 8

Defense 41 42 25 8

*_Age groups.differedi

** Age groups dAffered# 2<.025

0

47-
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Table 6

14-ean-Fac-t-o-;-Stor-a -Das at tiva Sufis tIts for .Selt It -Age- Groupinjs

48

Sex

Males

22-27 28-32 33-40 41-58

Fenralas

22-274 28-32 33-40 41-58

Factor 1

= 12 n = 17 n = 23 4

M 0;02 M = 0.09 M =-0.29 M = -0.32

MS= 1.03 MS= 0.87 MS= 0.54 .MS= 0.00 .

-
= 32 n= 26 n= 17. A=

= 0.13 M.7-0.23 14 = 0.12 = 0.53

14S= 0.78 MS= 0.32 XS= 1.18 MS 1.25

,Factor 2.

= 12 n = 17 n = 23 .n T 4 0

M = 0.36 M =-0.05 M =-0.02 M = 0.71

MS= 0.55 MS= 0.82 MS-7-, 0.72 MS= 0.68

= 32 n =26- n.= 17 n= 9

= .0;17 =-=0.10 ==0.06 M = 0.39

MS= 0.63 MS= 0.75 MS= 0.43 MS= 0;64

FattOr 3

12-
M =-0.18

/4S7 0;56

n = 12

.....
M. = 0.11

MS= 1.23

n = 17--
M = 0.08 /4 =70;03

MS= 0.73 MS= 0.66

= 23. m =

0.12

0.54

-n = 17 -n = 23 n =

M -0.24, 14= 0.47 M -0.18

MS= 0.77 MS= 1.17. -MS= 1.58

- =32 32 n. = 17. n = 9

M =-0.29 M =-0.12 li = 0.32. 14= 0.73

14S= 0.58 MS= 0.73 ,i4.5= 0.46 MS= 0.34

Factor 4

n = 32 7.26 n= 17 = 9

- M =0.21 M = 0.09'14 =-0.30 .14 = 0.12.

14S= 0444 /4S= 0.92' MS= 0.55 MS=1.73
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Table 7

Su et 0.111%

Scoves

4

Me-nt-o-S-c-ale-Factor

49

Source .of---Variation

ti
ea.

Between Ss 139

Sek .(A) 0;05 0;05 0.05
:.0

Age Groupings ('B) 3 3;84 1.28 .1;43

A x B' 2.68 0;89 1:00

Error Between 132 118..34 . 0.90

Within SS 420.
,.,

Factors Mentor Scale (C) 3 1.37 0.46 0.69

A It C 3 3.92 1.31 1.97

B 3cC
9

5.92 0.66 0.99

A 3-c B x C 9 12.50 1.39 -2.10*

Error Within 396 '262.43 - 0.66 .

Total 559

;029;
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Figure Mean

Figure Caption

factor scores -for the Role Modelfactor for Dale and

female graduate students at different age periods;

22-27 28-32 , 33; . 41-5E3

mea Period
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Figure Caption

Figure 2; Mean factor scores for the Emotional Support and Active

-a

Encouragement factor for male and female gradUate students at different'

/ age periods.
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